(7) Verify that transfers into a pipeline system will not exceed the pressure or temperature limits of the system.

§ 193.2515 Investigations of failures.
(a) Each operator shall investigate the cause of each explosion, fire, or LNG spill or leak which results in:
   (1) Death or injury requiring hospitalization; or
   (2) Property damage exceeding $10,000.
   (b) As a result of the investigation, appropriate action must be taken to minimize recurrence of the incident.
   (c) If the Administrator or relevant state agency under the pipeline safety laws (49 U.S.C. 60101 et seq.) investigates an incident, the operator involved shall make available all relevant information and provide reasonable assistance in conducting the investigation. Unless necessary to restore or maintain service, or for safety, no component involved in the incident may be moved from its location or otherwise altered until the investigation is complete or the investigating agency otherwise provides. Where components must be moved for operational or safety reasons, they must not be removed from the plant site and must be maintained intact to the extent practicable until the investigation is complete or the investigating agency otherwise provides.


§ 193.2517 Purging.
When necessary for safety, components that could accumulate significant amounts of combustible mixtures must be purged in accordance with a procedure which meets the provisions of the AGA “Purging Principles and Practice” after being taken out of service and before being returned to service.

[Amendment 193-2, 45 FR 70407, Oct. 23, 1980, unless otherwise noted]

§ 193.2519 Communication systems.
(a) Each LNG plant must have a primary communication system that provides for verbal communications between all operating personnel at their work stations in the LNG plant.

(b) Each LNG plant in excess of 70,000 gallons (265,000 liters) storage capacity must have an emergency communication system that provides for verbal communications between all persons and locations necessary for the orderly shutdown of operating equipment and the operation of safety equipment in time of emergency. The emergency communication system must be independent of and physically separated from the primary communication system and the security communication system under §193.2909.

(c) Each communication system required by this part must have an auxiliary source of power, except sound-powered equipment.


§ 193.2521 Operating records.
Each operator shall maintain a record of results of each inspection, test and investigation required by this subpart. For each LNG facility that is designed and constructed after March 31, 2000 the operator shall also maintain related inspection, testing, and investigation records that NFPA 59A (incorporated by reference, see §193.2013) requires. Such records, whether required by this part or NFPA 59A, must be kept for a period of not less than five years.